
 
Limos are a great alternative for transportation on Valentine's Day

Couples Urged to Choose Limos as Transportation on
Valetine's Day in Atlanta

Michael Shreeve January 24, 2013

Limos are a great way to ensure that you and
your partner have a safe and memorable
Valentine’s Day celebration this year.

(Newswire.net -- January 24, 2012) Atlanta, GA --
 Valentine’s Day is just around the corner, and
there are many ways to make it special. There
are many touches that you can add when you
want to create a romantic atmosphere and make

that special someone feel appreciated and loved this day. One aspect that often goes overlooked is transportation – it
is not very romantic to drive around the restaurant’s parking lot only to have to park across the street and walk
through the intersection in an evening gown.

Celebratory days can mean a lot of issues for drivers. There does not seem to be a year where there isn’t a story,
somewhere around the country, about a fatal accident involving an intoxicated driver. This holds true for Christmas
and New Year’s as much as it does for Valentine’s Day. It is not just inconvenient to drive out, it can often be
dangerous. Obviously, there is one big problem when two people go out to celebrate and expect to have a bottle of
champagne together. You need to get back home and one of you needs to drive.

Fortunately, there are ways to ensure that your Valentine’s Day is not full of little issues that might ruin it. You can
make it magical instead while making life easier for both you and your partner. Choosing to transport your partner to a
special place in a limo can make a huge difference to your special occasion. Hiring a limo service in Atlanta can give
you peace of mind and get rid of a lot of problems that you could have on this day. You will not have to deal with
traffic, tired or drunk drivers or trying to find where to park in a packed restaurant. A stressful drive back home may
ruin a perfectly lovely evening and leave you reeling. Never mind getting a taxi – it will take literally hours for it to
arrive before it can pick up unless you have reserved it.

More drunk driving goes on in the holidays that in any other time of the year. This means that there is more police
patrolling the streets, to counteract the many crashes and alcohol-related deaths during this time. The police are more
vigilant around this time for good reason. You should be careful, too – follow the rules, avoid getting behind the wheel
when you are intoxicated and take full advantage of your limo. It is not only practical, it makes you look great and can
help you sweep that special someone off his or her feet, and can make this day a memorable one for the rest of your
lives.   For more information, please visit: http://www.atlantalimoservicepro.com

 

Name: Atlanta Limo Pros

Address: 260 Peachtree St NW #2200, Atlanta, GA, 30303

Phone: 404-527-6200 

Email: media@atlantalimoservicepro.com

Website: http://www.Atlantalimoservicepro.com/
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